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Have many days you have now? You have 50 days, 55, yeah 45 days. Today is eighth end of thirty-one. 
June 20th yeah June twenty first, you have enough two months. Please raise hands those who came to this 
seminary from the completion of MFT training. Father feels now Martin Luther King ex-student 
supporters. As students as scholars are coming as you know. So if you graduated, it will be a brilliant time 
to work. Black community, black people, your time is coming. All the black organizations are coming to 
us and work together with us. So your leadership later will be very confi?. (Pres. Kim) You don't know, 
some of the information you got from me that is limited. (Father continues) Eight powerful black 
organizations are coming to us. What area do you have to develop? What kind of mission should you 
have for the future? 
 
Nearly one million people, nine hundred thousand people Cuban residents and refugees, these people are 
ardent anti-Communists. They are coming to us. One million people, Cuban refugees. All the minority 
groups in America living here will follow that pattern and come to Father. Amen! (Amen) You are the 
leader, you have to prepare from now on. How are you going to take care of all this million people? 
Father Divine recently had a revelation to the Father Divine black founder of the new religious movement 
with a white woman of Canada. Now their headquarters are near to Father's in Tarrytown. They have been 
antagonistic for three years. Now Father Divine appeared and revealed our will left of will, will be 
accomplished by Rev. Moon. The direct revelation to that follower. Even our little big brother, Sudo a 
powerful man, no. And he was really highly honorably treated by these four hundred representatives of 
Father Divine's group. So our small statue of Mr. Sudo is highly honored because the name of our True 
Parents. Spiritual world revealed something to Father Divine's group. 
 
They have to keep strict celibacy for forty years right now, can you imagine? Another information say 
even though Canadian woman, wife of the Father Divine, even though legally married, they never slept 
with each other. God made them that way separated as a brother sister relationship, even though legally 
they are husband and wife. This is kind of strict. Why this kind of thing happened? They don't know. You 
have answer don't you? So you Moonies are lucky people even after two years, three years later you got 
blessed and you have husband and wife. You are the luckiest people in the whole world. Through this 
kind of spiritual group, Heavenly Father take care for this age. You have jumped into simply the space 
age! Same thing Kim banggoo, the group, somebody studied that nine million people. Kim bangist their 
work culminated from 1920-1960. Father's year of birth and his come to 1960. This was the brilliant 
golden age of Kim Ban Gu in Zaire. All throughout this kind of religious group preparing for the end of 
this world, New Age. Father invited fifteen representatives of this group to America. 
 
Look like a dream, but this is reality. That is ideal dream but you have a job to do in the pond. You have 
to dig in a practical way. So you have to have total participation including staff, including David Kim and 
later ten years twenty years later your husband and your wife will come with your children, then you will 



 

 

recollect all this day Father directly told me what to do. But if you give up, shame on you. So unchanging. 
If you become lazy or resentful, that kind of feeling in your heart from now on or whatever you have to 
stand it out. Or it will be very bad. So you may think Father should have taught, why not limit work in 
this area why do you come up. But that kind non cooperating mind and heart must be repented of. 
 
You have to tell all the story when you get blessed your husband and your wife or your children, 
daughters and even grandchildren, okay. We are not getting younger. We feel inside too much for us. 
Why so many areas we have to challenge? You must have thought why doesn't Father limit his work into 
that area. It is endless. If you thought like that you have to repent He gives you the job to do for the 
eternal goodness while you are in the seminary. If we catch the carp, one person. One each then how 
many for two years. Hundred people will bring hundred fishes. Then we accumulate. Even one month, 
one, one, one motto! One fish bring here. So not only you bring all the carp from the Moon river the 
Hudson river and suppose you eat once a month the fish you catch here for your body. You may not know 
the real taste of carp. 
 
It is delicious, depending on what kind of cooking process you use. Fish is smelling but if you get rid of 
that part that is the most delicious fish is carp in the orient. In Japan and Korea. Why not here? Father will 
teach you how to cook. The price of the golden carp even as petal largest one is from forty thousand 
dollars up to fifty thousand dollars, even one carp. So expensive this stuff. In Japan some of them three 
hundred years old. Very famous this carp. We will have it here. You never heard about that? You don't 
know the value of the carp. Why people used to make their living on hunting, killing the animals in the 
mountain zone? Why people originated from Northern European country, Finland and Norwegian all 
these people? They are hunters. 
 
Your ancestors were hunters, killed the animals, bloodshed. A very simple way of life because you killed 
the animal there. Korea is one of the ancient historical countries. We developed quite luxurious food for 
thousands of years. Western food suddenly developed based on this meat cannot compete to Oriental 
food, especially Korean food! This measured? land is Korea. Recently oriental scholars especially 
anthropologists, archeologists through their research they found out evidence that Oriental Eastern 
Chinese origin, civilization has been developed according to the history but the initiator originator is the 
Korean. Through the Yang river the Korean people were there, they developed so they inherited Chinese 
civilization. Recently all scholars through their research. Original our Korean ways, they don't like to 
fight all the time. 
 
They wandered and exodus and they landed up on the Korean peninsula. So our origin before the Chinese 
civilization has influenced Chinese civilization. Even further radical statement is that Confucius is from 
Korean origin! That is the vast difference between the Western people and the Oriental people. Orientals 
are very distant loving respectful, but why you people suddenly in a few minutes love one another, hug 
one another, kiss one another and climb up on each other. That is a very cheap expression of your 
precious love. Your expression is so candid so that you say, I love you whether the other party accept or 
not. But Oriental people even though inside you love him or her you never say anything throughout your 
life. 
 
Better to hear die away! that kind of spirit. Once you express love together with another man or woman, 
husband or wife you have total responsibility for the rest of the life. Responsibility consciousness. We 
cannot say, I love you, and next morning, I don't love you. That means when a woman is married to 
somebody she has to have responsibility towards cousins and mother in law, father in law, all the 
relatives. It is totally family oriented. Family conscious. But you people don't do that. You want one bit 
only. If you don't like you want to go to a divorce. It is very hesitant to make a final decision to make the 
final decision to love somebody. You Western people don't think one day love next day I hate you. So 
you don't feel responsible, you don't feel responsibility. You don't bring out responsibility. When you love 
somebody you have to be responsible for it. There is a vast difference between the two cultures, the two 
people of Orient and West. It looks like human being are animalistic, instinct. 
 
We should have more than that. Okay then you man and woman you are alleged to express that kind of 
feeling. Don't we still? Very okay generally you are struggling within yourself to go back to old memory, 
old habit old cultural field. Is it true? (yes) You are honest. You are not responsible. Irresponsible love 
must not take place. Responsible love means, heaven and earth must recognize. Irresponsible love cannot 
exist in front of the Principle. Heaven should recognize. You generally feel I desire somebody from the 
opposite sex and you want to be married you want to be blessed, don't you? Honest answer! (yes) Okay, 
Father accepts that but the second question are you responsible for that? Do you have confidence? Are 
you a responsible man, responsible husband and responsible wife? Do you have the confidence in front of 
the sun, in front of all things? Can you openly say, I am qualified to be responsible for all these things 
through this kind of heavenly law? Are you there? Do you have that? 
 
You want to be married, you want to be blessed. We cannot trust you. Heaven cannot trust you. Any time 
you can change! Overnight your thinking change. How can you be trusted? Even you don't know where 
you are. Even you have no confidence because you are changing. Changing is not responsible. There are 
three things involved in the fall and the rise of the nations, love, nation and thought, the family. Family, 
nation and thought. According to these kind of three elements, some nation rise and fell. So the nation, the 
world develop from the family unit into the national level. And from the national level to the world level 
means some thought, world thought, some kind of new thought. We are directing that. In ancient times we 



 

 

developed the family system within the nation, only. Recently we developed from national level to 
worldwide level, which involves some kind of thought, faith. If you have a different philosophy different 
thought you cannot form the family. One is Communism one is Democracy. 
 
It is the same thing with the nation. Nation cannot be together. It influences nation and the entire world. 
Even international marriage, interfaith is possible, intercultural marriage is necessary even though you 
have different ways but you cannot marry in the same way if you have different philosophy different 
thought, different faith. You just cannot do it. Cannot continue. At this stage we are now living. Why we 
cannot find a remedy for this broken family, broken nation broken world? There is no proper thought, 
philosophy. Not come out yet. That is why there is no way to catch up this confused stage of the family 
and nation. So this kind of new thought should be recognized officially by the people. Mankind should 
recognize this and history has to recognize. History means present past and future has to recognize it has 
to approve it. Then Heavenly Father should say?, this is the new thought. Three stages of recognition 
process must come. As long as mankind and family exists we have history. 
 
As long as history exists God is existing. As long as humans existed then God exists. Do you understand? 
Three points right there. Three points should be united, meet together right there. Trinity right there. God 
history and mankind. That kind of new thought must be recognized by three points. This is Unification 
Thought, unification faith, unification principle. What means Unification? Have to embrace, have to 
synthesize history. Synthesize unite the history, unite mankind, unite God. These are the three elements 
right there. The history laid dispensation by God will permanently exist and remain. Otherwise fall away. 
This is the view of history. So our thought is closely related to world events, world history and mankind 
and even faith. Our thought is interrelated to these three aspects. 
 
That is unique with Unification Thought. So man and woman should be recognized by history and 
mankind and also by God. Then that kind of man and that kind of woman will be united and approved by 
Heavenly Father, centering on ideal love between them. That is the ideal. Ideal love should be loved by 
the three of them, mankind, God and history. All these three items want to lead this world, mankind 
history and God. So that kind of ideal man and ideal woman is what we are talking about. Are they ready, 
even to that extent to that level? Are you ready. Are you prepared? This kind of concept you never 
thought about in the past. Even in the dream you never dreamed about it, that ideal. That kind of love, 
religious history, mankind and God. Even that kind of love approved by three personage, three items, 
three aspects, that is ideal love. So that kind of love does not include American love, Western love 
between man and woman. That is not love real. That is secular and animalistic love. Man and woman in 
respect we have to think, what kind of person I would be like… 
 

(Beginning of second tape) 
 
Your thought has to be concentrated on that. It should be like that, that is ideal. That is ideal love. When 
you go to spirit world with this love, carry it over to spirit world, God will love you and all mankind will 
love you and all people in the spirit world will love you, history past present and the future, you are 
connected. That three generations kind of love. Which will be more precious? This kind of love? Think of 
it from this point of view, you American man and woman love one another, now that kind far below, 
earthly love. There is no content, there is no history and there is no God's recognition. Just animalistic 
physical to physical combination, biological union right there, nothing else. That is American love, 
Western country's love. We have to reform this. We have to revolutionize this. Revolution of love. You 
are the person to reform all this. If you a little bit inside I want to go back to all this junk then you are not 
qualified as a Unification man and unification woman. If you find that kind of miserable man and woman 
from this standpoint, then you have to feel shame and repent of it, even you must feel shameful when you 
look at all things created by God. 
 
So Unification Church Unification people means that kind of concept that kind of system of thought. So 
when you go to spirit world just think exactly Father's talk will be applied in Spirit World if you go there 
later. So if you cannot that level, if you cannot pass that test of love even though you may be a wonderful 
academic graduate of the seminary, you cannot be with Father in the Spirit World. There is no condition. 
You will be separated from him. This Spirit World means principled love, divine love is operating 
existing. That kind of love Father is talking about. Recognized by history and mankind and by God. With 
this kind of concept any kind of temptation in the past or present or future he will not be influenced, 
because his solid concept is right there. Do you understand? He will not have a relationship with another 
man or woman. So what is real love? After you complete all this qualification, I am qualified I am 
approved by history, my love is approved by mankind, Heavenly Father approve my love, then I am ready 
I am qualified to love another being. After passing this kind of heavenly test you have qualified yourself, 
it doesn't matter. 
 
Even though both of them bind their noses together, husband and wife, and go there it doesn't matter. 
Even ear to ear you can put in some kind of ring and go together after passing while in love you are 
perfectly okay. Even you are naked outside and make love, Heaven will not accuse you, Satan cannot 
accuse you. That is the kind of love I am talking about. What do you think about this higher level of 
heavenly love? Isn't fantastic? This is the system of love in Spirit World. You have to repent. You have to 
eradicate even single thought of your past, all this secular problem whatever, the false love you had in the 
past get it away, even in your dream, never think of it, never recall it. That kind of training you should 
give to yourself. You are not doing that are you? To what extent did you repent? You have been 



 

 

liquidating all this past habit, this past pattern of love, secular affections, you have done in the past, which 
is non-principle act. 
 
You have to get rid of this. Problem is not the facial beauty or ugly or handsome. That is not the matter. 
How much are you going to love this round ball, so that your love so much not cornered so round every 
place you go rolling and you are fitting to the situation. How much I can act like a round person of love. 
That kind of way of thinking. Then train yourself, that is you must say I am ready to love my husband to 
be or my wife to be. Before that happens any sexual stimulus or urge come all men should repent, repent, 
even be ready to cut out your precious part even and win over that temptation. Amen! If you misuse your 
precious part, you will destroy your whole life, your family, nation and kingdom. Even this throw away, 
the Kingdom of Heaven also. That is if you misuse, that is the fall of Adam and Eve right there. 
 
If you misuse your love you destroy family, nation and the kingdom of heaven. Men, do you understand? 
This is the Satan of Satans, devil of devils. This is so sharp your urge to that kind of temptation is the 
source of the devil of devils, Satan of Satans. Do you understand? That is dreadful. That precious part 
wonderful, is the worst weapon. This leads. If you cannot overcome it, if you cannot conquer it you 
destroy everything, the world the nation. Sometimes you have to murmur that when your sexual desire 
comes you have to scold your desire your precious part, You are in this way get out of my mind. Kick 
them out. Once in a while you had that kind of experience, didn't you? If you properly use heavenly way, 
or law you will restore lost family, lost nation lost world lost Gods will come back to you. Starting from 
one point. You never thought about that kind of theory, did you? Father has been thinking about this to 
the serious level from the young age like you. All the time many women in the past ready for him, this 
desire Father was able to overcome it kick it out. 
 
Do you understand? Because of Adam's failure, this thing happened. It destroyed the heavenly family, it 
destroyed his race his nation and God intended to have it a world even destroyed Father's heart. This 
misuse of it. So you will apply same thing. Even women have that kind of possibility. Usually women 
love will cause same damage same destruction as Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. We have to fight 
we have to win the battle. So if you women have that kind of urge comes and desire for that kind of thing, 
you have to proclaim, you are destroying me get out of my body, you have to crush it with will power. 
You have to exercise. Otherwise it will be self-destruction. Keep in mind all men and women before the 
blessing. Do you understand? Those who are graduating class raise hands this time. Before you graduate 
go to the field until Father's blessing comes, you have to make your mind this kind of strictness about the 
relationship between man and woman. From Adam's point of view of love, you have to love Father and 
Mother, then you love your sister. 
 
That is the order of love. First of all you have to love God and you have to love your Father and you have 
to love your Mother, then you have to love your sister, then you love your sex. This is the heavenly order 
of love, which is completely lost in this world. American women and American men are never doing that. 
All the time you are coming to your sentence, I am loving myself, Heavenly Father forget it, and my 
physical father forget it, my physical mother forget it, then I myself, I love me. So naturally you go to 
Hell. The Kingdom of Heaven has nothing to do with this kind of selfish love. Automatically you have a 
train ticket for hell! In this way America is doomed to be destroyed. Sodom and Gomorra same thing. The 
Roman Empire, Pompeii same thing. Because of misuse of sexual love, promiscuity, adultery all this. If 
wee misuse this it is the pitiless dungeon as the Bible says. It means that Hell is the place where you 
cannot even find 1% of true love. You cannot find it in that place that is why it is pitiless. 
 
For eternity you cannot get out of that hell. You are carrying all that pitiless hole for yourself, you have to 
be careful with yourself. Do you understand? (yes Father) The Bible stories explain this lost order of love. 
There will be restoration of the family, restoration of the nation, world and restoration of your parents, 
restoration of the kingdom, restoration of God's Kingdom. All things will be possible if you go by… 
 
So if you go out in the field, then the man will lead you into the witnessing to another woman very ideal 
from your point of view. If you witness to her like I want to have her as my wife, you are already 
violating heavenly law. Vice versa same thing. Women go to the man and he is handsome boy and 
thinking he is my husband to be, you are violating heavenly law. Already you have to think, here is the 
yard stick and you have to measure. Principally you have to have this checklist, am I loving Heavenly 
Father more than I love this man or this woman? Am I loving True Parents more than this man or this 
woman. Am I loving brothers and sisters within our movement more than that man or woman? If you say 
yes, then you can think of your love. After this check list is over then you will engage in love. 
 
The brothers and sisters recognize you, True Parents recognize you and God recognize you. Then you will 
qualify yourself get married. That is the procedure. This means you have to love the opposite sex brother, 
you have to love him more than any brother. And the woman you are preaching to, you have to love her 
more than your sister, then True Parents recognize you, brothers and sisters recognize you, God recognize 
you. Then you are going to get married. That is the procedure. So Steven, you are thinking along this line, 
since you were blessed? If you did not pass that kind of stage and you have a blessed child, then you 
should feel shame and you have not repented enough clearly based on this kind of Principle law of love. 
 
You have thought about your debt to the little child? Did you sometimes feel shame when you look at 
him? No. Because you did not know this whole true about this divine law. So when you graduate and go 
out to the field, are you going out for your own love or are you going out to receive the love of True 



 

 

Parents Heavenly Father love of mankind. Which love? Self-oriented love of or higher oriented love? 
Which one are you going to carry when you out? You know theoretically you know that. You are not 
going out looking for your husband and wife. So even though you are highly educated here, you should 
know based on the Principle you have to find yourself shameful on certain things. You have to admit it 
and repent of it. Because you are more educated than our ordinary members, you have to be aware of this 
kind of value. Admit it to yourself and repent of it. So you have both possibilities. You go to heaven or 
you go to hell. How are you going to distinguish? The road of divine love. The road of love. 
 
So you are going either way. You have to choose you cannot have both. Do you understand? Restrict 
yourself and control yourself, especially in the sexual area. The relationship between man and woman, 
when you go out. You are not going out to hunt husband to be or wife to be. When Father look at 
American youth, man and woman sometimes he feels miserable because they don't know. Father knows 
the truth. How in the world a nation of Christianity, founded by Christian spirit, how in the world young 
people became so degraded from the Principle of love based on Christianity. He wonders. How in the 
world could this happen. In that sense America need a person like Father. To what extent, how much this 
nation of America needs our Father? Think of it seriously. Definitely this nation is climbing down, 
descending to destruction. 
 
Right now. Without this kind of love we are talking about there is not this nation, there is not this nuclear 
family for the nation or mankind. Nothing left without that. Nothing. So when you listen to Father you 
have more disqualified yourself to be the citizens of the kingdom. Also the more you hear from him, the 
more you become tense! Shall we continue more with this serious matter? (yes) So even if Father give 
you many things if you do not practice it, you will get into trouble. So better stop here, no? (no) Because 
this background his facts are all based on this law, principle, so mankind must come it. Even spirit world 
has to witness. 
 
Because he fulfilled in both worlds. That is why Spirit world must witness about him, who he is. Do you 
understand? Father knows the road toward love, road towards divine love. He knows that. He is a guide. 
He knows which way to go. Strange when you meet Father on a visit to Barrytown, you are attracted to 
him you want to do the desire of him and want to be near him, but strangely enough this kind of 
phenomenon is happening, Isn't that true? Who becomes the master? The person who loves more than 
anybody else. This is the lord. Of that place of the house. Heavenly Father is that kind God. In your 
dreams in your visions, Father appears just like your husband, just like your father, as your big brother. 
But he is the lord or the master. So he appears to you as the master as the lord of the house, the owner of 
the house. 
 
Master lord of the family, so he appears to you people. Because Father gives you the law of divine love. 
So very often you see Father in your dreams right? Sometime in prayer Father appears. Not only in 
dreams, as a vision. Sometimes people's spiritual eyes open another corporeal, materialization in front of 
you. Father is the exact same person spiritual phenomenon with what does this kind of thing happen? 
With the power of divine love. He has it. Why does this kind of phenomenon happen? Because he live on 
divine love. Just like Heavenly Father. Even though he has no body he live that way. So he is one with 
Heavenly Father. Heavenly Father is one with our True Parents. Centering on Divine love Heavenly 
Father without body our True Parents with body go together. Do you understand? Centering on love. 
Because subject and object live together. I am in you, I am in God, God is in me means centering on 
what? What condition? Centering on divine love. Jesus said that in John chapter 14. Same thing is 
happening. 
 
Do you understand? Centering on divine love. In your mind, Father occupies your mind isn't? Centering 
on divine love. Father is within you, you are within his love. We have to accomplish our completion of 
love while we are on earth. Do you understand everybody? So any kind of urge, feeling comes, I must 
love somebody and I want to be loved sexually, all this kind of affection completely cut it off. Okay? It is 
not easy but we have to fight. Otherwise you go to hell. That is the dividing line. One side least hell one 
side leads to heaven. That is why the Bible says, the fruit of good and evil. If you misuse it you go to evil. 
If you properly use it you are the fruit of goodness. We in the Unification Church emphasize this strict 
observation of this problem of love. We insist on the proper order of love. Don't you think it should be 
strict? Do you believe it should be that way? (yes)… 
 

(Beginning of third tape) 
 
…within you. You are not supposed to go that road to the bottomless pit. We have to consummate the 
completion of divine love. What thought will conquer everywhere? What is ideal man and woman? Just 
handsome, beautiful, sexy one? That's not the ideal woman or the ideal man. Ideal man and woman means 
consummation of love. That is what he is talking about. Consummating love between the two. Not 
physical appearance. The man think of it, when you look at the woman, before witnessing or during 
witnessing, think of it, I am going to make that woman my wife from the beginning, think of it. How 
incredible difficult! You have to make from the infant, from the teenager from that on. You are from 
God's point of view you are going to create that woman later to be your wife, how much difficult it would 
be? 
 
Imagine you are the creator the sculptor to make another woman from birth, then if you make one mistake 
you made the nose twisted even though the cheek was something wrong there is a living sculpture, then 



 

 

even if you made a mistake that nose is flat or twisted can you get rid of it, that sculpture? You cannot. 
You are creating right now. You are in the process of creating another woman to be for you something 
wrong nose twisted, can you throw them out. Think of it. When you go to spirit world, when you have a 
completion of love everything is possible. So when you are in spirit world, whole you are on earth you 
cannot change twisted nose twisted nose. When you go to spirit world twisted nose will be corrected! 
Why? Power of divine love will make your twisted nose and even tooth something wrong eye whatever, 
will be corrected! So love consummates everything. Love makes everything possible. 
 
Love makes everything perfect. When you look at very ugly, deformed crippled people very ugly woman, 
if you have divine love everything will look beautiful, beyond that ugliness beyond that door. If you have 
eyeglasses of divine love. There is a vast difference. Ordinarily we can look at a beautiful girl, oh she is 
the daughter of Heavenly Father. Very easy to accept it, very easy to recognize it, easy to say that. But 
thing one side. When you look at ugly woman deformed, you think even though physically defected, she 
is a daughter of Heavenly Father. There is a vat difference between these two kinds of thinking. This side 
pickup beautiful girl and this side ugly girl. Which is more valuable between the two? 
 
From man's point of view which part is more loving? In other word there are two categories, we should be 
aware of. From man's point of view, which part emphasize more love to whom? Beautiful one or ugly 
one? So this man must have more bigger love, because he embraces ugly woman. This is exactly the view 
of Heavenly Father. Heaven look at people like that. So this kind of vast difference. One person have 
more love toward not beautiful woman. So when you go top Spirit World, what is going to happen? 
Those handsome men and beautiful women together love one another that category of people. And the 
other category of people there are ugly. Dwarf man and ugly woman live together as a couple but they 
love one another based on Divine Principle, when they go top spirit world one goes to hell the other one 
goes to heaven, no, the other one does not go to hell but lower level of the kingdom. 
 
Okay! When you know this kind of principle everything is equal, there is no difference. Which one would 
you like? The other ugly one is eternal the other bottom so that is how God looks at it! Do you understand 
God's point of view? That is the reason why Father encourages international marriage. Why? If they love 
one another centering on divine love they go to the top level of the kingdom. Do you understand? Divine 
love only can unite this world, divine love only is equalizing everything, divine love only abolish hell. Do 
you understand? At four o'clock what class do you have? Nothing. It is strange to think that so many 
people in this world and you people come here found Father come to Unification. This is strange. But this 
is the same analogy can make it just like you are coming here mean that you pick up the one sand of small 
gold sand out of the big pacific ocean. You go diving ton the pacific ocean go to the bottom and pick up 
the one sand you only found one grain of gold sand. That kind of parable. 
 
You came to Unification Church and found Father means same difficulty. One pick it up. That kind of 
miracle. Do you know the value of it? To be the Unification Church follower, follower of Rev. Moon 
means you have to be crazy. Even You have to be intoxicated, even you are sleeping. You have to be 
crazy. Have you tasted all this? To become intoxicated. You unwillingly because you know the way. That 
is why you are following don't you? You have to be intoxicated, you have to jump into unification, and 
you have to be crazy within the Unification Church. We are going to have a second graduate here but late 
graduates we all the time break the record. Next graduate will be better than previous and first graduate 
will be beaten by this year's graduate. 
 
This kind of record. You don't like to leave something as a graduate 1978 class? You have to leave 
something in this school, seminary, campus, something tangible which no other later graduate cannot 
beat. Don't you think so? Is it true? Everybody participate. Third graduate will dig something else. 
(laughter) This way it should be. How many months we spent, since Father last talked here? Please raise 
hands those who have visited Korea. Have you seen Su Taeng Rhi training center? Four hundred 
accommodating place now. For twenty eight days Father let the people accomplish it. Il Hwa 
pharmaceutical company, you saw that. How long did it take? In sixty days we accomplished that. In the 
middle of Father's supervision it took four months. During the four months we completed it. Because 
Father came to the United States. Do you understand? Fast. All irons and concrete irons, Father instructed 
in detail so that they completed within a short period of time. Do you understand what Father talks about? 
The ground of Su Tang Rhi village training center have to dig into seventeen feet and reclaimed look like 
a dump pit, right. 
 
We have to make reclamation. Where does dirt come from? We cut that small hill and leveled up, we out 
it back so they leveled it. That is the ground, the training center ground, right there…. Four o'clock they 
worked hard and they accomplished the training center. They did not sleep. Four hours they slept sitting, 
drinking eating and working harder. So during that period of time the neighborhood watched how they are 
doing and then suddenly within a few weeks suddenly big building come out. So they called this is ghost 
house! Chung Pyung resort area and that training center we finished in seven days. That kind of a record 
holder for the job, Father has. 
 
So if Father used the same method he is fearful that you will run away over night! He is afraid of that. So 
you should know that. Father is just looking at you and thinking we should finish that the quicker the 
better. So if you don't believe what Father says, investigate. Would you like to leave the highest score or 
record for the pond project so that nobody can surpass y our project? (yes) So do it. From tomorrow even 
tonight. Some of them a little bit tire and disappointed when Father expanded this area, Father did 



 

 

everything. So it is up to whether you accomplish this pond project. Will you do it? (yes) Father has great 
expectation, Father thought up to this point you must have the digging finished, but even it is still there. 
 
So Father is disappointed. You are not thinking of catching the carp in the Hudson River? Father taught 
last year that you have to run by yourself. Five years Father taught how to catch the fish. In Korea and 
here, so he may not engage in fishing adventure this summer. But you American people should carry on. 
Father did his part, already shipping yard is built and north folk fishing industry processing company is 
established already completed. Now factory boats places are running. They are in operation right now. 
North folk even advanced their business right now, so that they need more capital five million dollars. So 
Father is preparing this new investment. There is new successful story, so don't you think Father needs 
money, don't you? 
 
Why? Why do we need money? After you get blessed your girls and boys will have children, so Father 
has to prepare the enterprise, industry so that you and your children can make a living there. The very 
busy now, thousands and thousands of families will appear within our Unification Movement and 
thousands of new babies, heavenly children will be coming. Father has to prepare for the time to come. 
For the financial support. We cannot eat the sand, we have to eat some food isn't? We cannot live on sand. 
You never thought of this, Father is always thinking far ahead. That the foundation for other families to 
carry over in Korea in Japan. By 1980 Father is going to financially foundation on which you American 
family can live on. Fundraising is a difficult job, difficult mission but by all means we have to push until 
we have a firm foundation to come back to normal operation of fundraising through the enterprises and 
industry. 
 
Every month Father two to three million dollars he has to spend disperse you seminarians are just 
receiving you never earned for that purpose. Even one million dollars you have it you are a millionaire, 
but Father spending two to three million dollars every month. This is every month. So where do we get 
the money from? Do you know Father is making all this earning by himself. Do you know that? That 
means he is busy to earn that kind of money. What kind of bird is singing? You are a little worrying how 
we can accomplish this but you are the person who can cook the whole world. This must be done by 
yourself. 
 
Joe Stein is here in the presence? No. Shall we quickly finish the portion. We have to finish it. Right? If 
we unite it is very easy. If there is no cooperation we cannot accomplish it. If you put your energy you are 
feeling hungry you are desperate, that kind of spirit you put here you can accomplish a tremendous 
amount. Do you understand. So if you have energy that thought you are desperately sleepy you have to 
overcome that sleepiness. Also you love your lover that kind of zeal more than you love this project then 
you love the degree than you love your loving one then you will accomplish it. Beyond your power, 
beyond sleeping beyond the hunger beyond your love desire then you can accomplish that. Do you 
understand? To that degree. Father since he came to America he believes there will be no more worldwide 
wars. Only war will be coming as a guerrilla wars. Strategy. Instead of the regular wars between the 
nations guerrilla war will be engaged. So if guerrilla wars come to the United States you America too 
weak too vulnerable to this kind of tactics. Strategy. Do you understand? When you are united in the team 
spirit cooperation then this kind of guerrillas war, nobody knows. So Father is going to teach you how to 
spiritually and physically of course that guerrilla war fare is waiting. 
 
Part of the guerrilla strategy is fundraising team. Less sleeping moving and witnessing and get up early 
never sleep. They are longing for time to sleep so that there is no room sexual feelings or womanism, no 
time, you are definitely longing for the sleeping so you have cannot commit the fall there (laughter)That 
is the guerrilla war. Very good prevention. Especially you American people you have too much time too 
much self-indulgence. When you have more time you get in trouble and all the root problems of evil is 
coming out. So Father investigated everything, appraised everything and studied every situation. 
 
Three years based on this kind of training will give you usable soldier usable worker for God. This is part 
of getting it out strategy. Do you understand? We must proceed. We have to march on. We have work to 
be done. With the shovel it looks like you are using the machine gun. You are digging your hole before 
your final sentence of death. (laughter With this spirit you do it. You will accomplish. If you don't do it 
you will be killed, so you have to do it. Think of it seriously. When you use the shovel, you are digging 
your hole for protection to shot you? With machine gun. Okay? To defend yourself from the enemy, who 
is going to kill you. Even though you have no machine gun you have to dig with to protect you. Out of the 
danger of the enemy. 
 
That kind of thinking you have to have in your mind. So without that kind of spirit you cannot stay alive 
among that kind of battle using the guerrilla warfare. Do you understand? So we have to us the timer. 
How much harder you are working. So instead free action we have to scientifically how many minutes 
from over there to there. You have to calculate. So that all together work harder. Too slow too much 
individualistic too much unorganized. This kind of experience will help you everywhere you go. Not only 
in the physical sense. You have spiritual. Now you will take it as is easily but as is too difficult, too 
heavy. Do you think so? No. No! We have to work. Shall Father come by within a week or in two weeks 
which one? My responsibility, I did not push you too hard. You don't know everything so that you cannot 
push. 
 
If you know everything then afterwards you can be appointed. We shall do it right? The reason why 



 

 

Father came to meet? And your education, Father thought you must have done up to this point, that was 
Father's expectation. So Father will come up within seven days and you have to do all sideline as laid out 
today. If with hundred people you can even move the mountain to this place. This is Father's desire, 
Father's direction of reasoning. Even Father say, lets dry up the Pacific Ocean, you will try or give up? 
Try! You cannot say after you finish it, that is not the place for the mankind to live. That is another 
excuse. But you have you do it, that is your part. Father never thought of the word impossible. If Father 
did not engage in that kind of religious practice, he would have invented something amazing tremendous 
for mankind. 
 
Father started this religious mission from God, because this is the most worst, most difficult, hardest work 
in the world. That is why he took this job from God. This kind of reasoning you should have. Don't you 
think Father one person influence the whole world right now? So you must influence the whole state or 
even one nation. You should have strong faith, strong confidence. You have to overcome any difficulty. 
You should have confidence to do anything. In order to buy this place, Father came up before he made his 
decision seventeen times he came up and looked around this place. At that time Father thought this kind 
of lop whatever, pond project. Even second project after you finish all this, the lay out, then second 
project will be more widening, even three years ago he thought about this. Even though he cut off some 
portion of it, it will expand, second pond. You should begin now to engage in this extended project or 
what? (Sure) This kind of aspiration, desire you have to carry in your heart. This kind of dynamic desire 
man has shall receive God's help, spiritual help. Father's nature is even to argue. 
 
In some village or town he goes to number one man? So when he came to this country he met Nixon he 
evaluated it, all the Senators and Congressmen in the Capitol Hill. Whom he met he all evaluated and 
appraised. Proclamation, throughout the fifty States he received every place he went during the day of 
Hope campaign proclamation from the Governor, the Mayor and all these prominent people in the States. 
More than four hundred proclamations, he received. So he went to the... Even Carter at that time was 
Governor of Georgia, he gave the proclamation too. Do you understand? Even though Father was doing 
all these kind of things, why not you people. This is your country. Why cannot you do it? We are fighting 
racer. 
 
You are resembling Father now. This is unprecedented historical event of two hundred years in the 
Capital Hill, this kind of argument this kind of statement, which you have all the booklets the other day 
and very soon the video tape is coming from New York. You will see unprecedented fight in the Capital 
Hill. Fife million copies not one million copies fife million copies, everywhere what will you think Do 
you understand. Very simple argument here. Would you like to believe New York Times or local 
churches and our enemies or would you like to believe the sworn testimony in the Congress or Capitol 
Hill? They will take it, the other one. Which one the public? This is fife million copies will be going out. 
It costs much money, but Father doesn't care about it. 
 
We will initiate you have all visited on Sunday all small town here, one third of the houses will be 
receiving, one third of houses means, the middle class above. This houses will receive that copy. Will you 
do that? (yeah) They are the top level people in the countryside. Let them read it let them judge. Fife 
million households will have that paper. Then one household, suppose four or five people in a family, 
then twenty million people will be reached with this booklet. One tenth of the population in the United 
States must have received and read this statement. One tenth of the population would be receive it and 
reading this 'the truth is my sword.' This will be the living witness those opposing Unification Church and 
Rev. Moon. 
 
Those who read this will defend us, you have never been there, why you believe the newspapers articles? 
They will distribute on behalf of us. That kind of thing? During the period of… hundred million people 
will be reached and will read this article? Any opposing group on earth we will argue and showing, 'have 
you read this, have you read this? This is the time for defending ourselves. Do you understand? That's 
why this year's motto is to be strong and brave and this is the year of leaping forward, advance and leap 
forward. If the public opinion is turned around the other way, American youth has no place to go but 
coming to you people, to us. From now on any statement any article related to Rev. Moon and the 
Unification Church will not be effective because all the public has read this one testimony. Do you 
understand? This will be another bulldozer. So you have to do this bulldozer also you have to be the bull 
dozen every Kingston Poughkeepsie everywhere we have to distribute another booklet to come. 
 
Now on the printing now, one million copies from the West Coast printing shop and one million copies in 
the East Coast printing shop. Fife million copies will be printed. Continuous basis we will use as a public 
relation. This cost does not come American money, American family who go fundraising. This come 
from another source direct money from Father's account. Very good luck. Very good things are going to 
come to us. Don't you think this distribution will influence all America? (yes) Frazer his name will be cut 
off. Everyone will look at him as a Communist. Completely he will be nullified. Minnesota will have fun. 
The State of Minnesota will center on our work, wait and see. This is a good chance to prove to the whole 
world, if anybody bugging Unification Church and Rev. Moon will be the same fate as Frazer's. 
 
So this will be a very good lesson to learn to avoid any further harassment. Throughout the world all these 
president kings or queens, cabinet members, This is the plan. Don't you think so worldwide level all 
public opinion will be bubbling up in favor of our side and Father? (yes) This is exactly what we are 
planning. This is heavenly strategy to beat our enemy. When the public finds out that evil people 



 

 

persecutes the innocent Rev. Moon and Unification Movement, they will be repentant, they will be 
sympathetic. Whenever our fundraising team or member come up they will be glad to cooperate even 
more donations, more sales more? Don't you think so? (yeah) We have an advanced visual aid campaign 
right now.  
 
You have seen the other day video tape machine. That screen will be 12 by 18 feet will reproduce this one 
immediately. So this will be installed in ten vans so that through ten vans we put in the 12 by 18 screen 
initiated from the video tape cassette tape, the tape you saw, will be just like a motion picture, more 
bigger than. Should be 12 by 18 feet screen will reproduce same television screen enlarged. That is one 
cost of thirty thousand dollars. Ten vans are installing this one to show the public Divine Principle 
lecture, you have seen that. Evening MFT people drivers nothing so that evening one hundred vans will 
be prepared so that MFT driver will go there freely show to the public, like a drive in theater. Any place 
space there, they go there give the motion picture and our cassette and our Divine Principle they will 
show them freely, then we reach this way the public. Then we can sell something and donation through 
the motion picture have semi admission system so that we can fund raise, instead of similar admission to 
the theater we charge half of that, we give very good so they will be for it and more good program than 
ordinary theater so that is another source of fundraising. 
 
When you advance this program and IOWC will use this kind of strategy and then we will cooperate 
USIS Information Center. We bring a lot of cultural inheritance? good movies so we show the public. So 
for instance we take Red Hook and all young people and keep coming and instead of door to door 
witnessing we can explain the introduction of IOWC, how wonderful things we are doing as young 
people, evangelical mobile unit will be introduced so that instead of going to another place we can 
mobilize young people's power right there in the city even we will receive volunteer worker volunteer 
member to IOWC. We will launch national evangelical work to save America. That kind of project we are 
planning to initiate right now. Think of it. We have such a van equipped will all this visual aid equipment 
ten thousand van. 
 
Think of it. All mobile theaters will be everywhere! Every day, every night all over the country. The 
young people in the village, city and the town they have no place to go and ear to ear and talk after talking 
they will come and see that program. So one performance is over and anybody wants to know second 
performance? Let them stay there, then we give them Divine Principle talk and they can become our 
members. Then we invite them to workshop like we catch the fishes and once they come to the 
Unification network, we are able to catch them. This kind of plan Father has on the way now. This is 
modern technological advancement made this possible. Our Father is using this kind of project. Then 
even election come into local level city level or national level our van with this equipment can be 
transformed easily to the campaign senator campaign, or congressman campaign. So even the President 
has to depend on our national campaign through the use of this kind of technological use. 
 
Very interesting isn't? Not interesting, very exiting! (laughter) It costs money. So each cost about thirty 
thousand dollars, one van with installation and all this. But we are negotiating to cut the price right now, 
because we are going to… You invented all this twelve by eighteen screen but nobody knows what it is. 
Why not let us make propaganda for your company so that you reduce the price. We are in the bargain 
process is going on now. This is fantastic exiting, wonderful to do all this kind of thing. When we will 
have musical crew there, a band just like… fare. Everywhere some Unification van there. When they 
heard our message, they are predestined to be our family. Don't you think so? You too Unification net, 
you are caught that, God picked you up. Same thing will happen to others. Whenever public opinion turn 
their head down in our favor this is a good chance, you have to prepare for that. Even next stage will be 
our van go to your folks visiting your folks. Purely you are opposing or supporting whatever, let your 
folks speak out in front of the big van, how wonderful my son and daughter are. 
 
This kind of stage we have to explore and reach. (laughter) The time will come when shrink? or your 
parents becoming proud, exiting and fantastic so that everything is going to be okay. Your parents address 
will be registered very soon so that our mobile van will visit your folks whether they are for or against, it 
doesn't matter. Within half an hour they will be converted. (laughter) Then your church will be the home 
church whenever necessary become place to tech the Divine Principle. Then after repenting, all their folks 
misunderstanding information, then the stage will come. We made a mistake, why haven't we to formed 
another organization, a parents supporting Moon people organization. Even each small village or town 
centering on parents supportive organization they can do the same thing as the mobile unit. 
 
By the van we will do the same thing for the young people living in this city. Then they will even support. 
Because our regular mobile unit and their town the village we make sister relationship. So even they 
donate some money for using for gasoline. When they find out to save the young people who are in the 
suffering on the drugs or free sex all this troubled people. This is the only way for these people to be 
saved, then we want to stop?, then we organize neighboring association will be cooperated together and it 
will be more extended and it will expand and expand and expand. This is how the system goes. There is 
the possibility to gain this kind of status. Father is not just talking. Through fife million copies 
distribution continuously this kind of project is possible. Already ten van we purchased right now. Also 
IWs [Itinerary Workers] are assigned to these vans or they are going all the time now. Father instructed 
Kamiyama to pick up the qualified good talker good fund-raiser to be the driver in that van. They are 
moving on the way. Father already instructed he has to after testing case of tree vans even, Father, we 
have to buy hundred vans. 



 

 

 
Similar type, similar function similar program. Based on that scientific data, Father is going to purchase 
one hundred vans more, putting in the same system, within a month. Three million dollars cash pay to buy 
the vans. Do you understand? Already Father instructed so this is not just some saying. They will visit 
your folks place very soon, Unification vans everywhere. Pro or contra it doesn't matter. Eventually they 
will go to you. Your folks. You can imagine what is going to happen. Fantastic, no? We don't even need 
to use the van in person, because videotape everything we put it there and let the video tape talk to the 
microphone and speaker through the screen. And all the village and the town will become noisy. You can 
use this mobile van or distribute announcing through the speaker, you can say whatever you want and we 
will have a successful event. If you turn on there you don't need the manpower, let the speaker run the 
tape and voice will come out. You don't have to be there in the driver's seat. 
 
You just let the people run. The tape is an already made stereotype tape except town name of the town, 
Red Hook, forget it, then jump it you need to form the message, the lecture, talk. So every place with one 
single person can do ten or fifteen hundred people's job. Do you understand? So we don't need the 
lecturer! Ten thousand places, hundred thousand places same time just like television coming up. Without 
this kind of speed method, how are we going to save this nation in a short period of time? What kind of 
method will turn the American public to God's side? Newspapers, news media all these radio stations, TV 
stations will be quite then public opinion say, why you do something for these people? Why did you 
oppose us in the past? Why you did this? Why did you not give chances to interviews? Why don't you 
write =about something good in the newspaper. They will arouse the public opinion to tell them, 
telephone them, write them. They will do that. That way opposing negative news media will get into 
trouble. It is very exciting news, isn't? You don't like to go down, immediately very soon, better for you 
to engage in this kind of thing? (yes) You have to finish your term. 
 
You will be liberated. Without completion you cannot go to the field. Already Father promised all this 
people that during early spring and before summer, we are going to catch the carp. So we need the 
dumper. Unless you quickly finish this pond we cannot deposit or contain this carp. Already regional 
director and State leaders planned to come here and catch the carp in the Hudson River. Without 
completion of this kind of pond how we can let them come. Already Father promised, gave them promise, 
today. You will lose your prestige and you will lose privilege and you will lose your famous name. 
Barrytown - Badtown. Barrytown will change to Badtown! Before Barrytown, Bettertown become 
Badtown you have to stand it out. So if you do not finish all this area, you will lose your dignity and 
name. All New York people are anxious to come over the sooner the better. Because they are waiting for 
your completion of this pond. New York people will regard that Bettertown became the Badtown because 
seminarians never worked harder to accomplish this mission so they will be laughing at you. 
 
This will be the bad town! Which one would you like? (Barrytown) How soon can we accomplish this? 
How long will it take to complete? Three months. It means September, we are not supposed to be here. 
Within the end of this month, month of May we have to finish it. Install the electricity and dig both 
places. Except the class. Do you understand? Would you promise to him or what? Those who promise 
raise hands. So Father want you to keep the promise total staff, faculty student everybody included. 
Father take your promise then he wants to go back with your promise, Okay? Father has a lot of work to 
do other than Barrytown seminary. 
 
Father approved Saturday June 24th, Saturday 11 o'clock, second graduation ceremony will take place. 
Then Sunday you have appreciation for teacher, parent and Father in the Manhattan center, just like last 
year. That is what he decided. 24th. Those who are senior class, stand up. Look at Father separated, 
Father wants to look at it. Sit down. Now, those are accepted in the school stand up before Father. (the 
brothers and sisters mention the University they studied at) That is all at the moment isn't it? Is there 
anybody who want to go to engage before summer project you are not qualified. Your school start, then 
you may go, but Father wants you to fulfill your mission even though you are advanced course, you have 
to set up the condition. Finish the program, then whenever school begins you go there. So if you are 
trained under Father's direction, you will not only your PH.D., you will be as a politically you will be 
distinguishing yourself, you can be the government officials senator congressman, very. Your role your 
future is wide open. Do you understand? This is good for training. Without any unnecessary thinking or 
feeling of hard, you just listen to Father practice it for your future, good luck. 
 
Look at the sample. In the past the anti-Unification Movement, started in the Japanese government, so 
severely. Constantly. Now they are turning their head in favor of us. Even Prime minister Fukuda even 
openly officially defending Unification Church in the congress in the parliament, diet. They supported 
Federation for the Victory over Communism and our Unification Church. Openly he said it because they 
received help from the Unification Church. We have that kind of power in Japan, in Korea why not in 
America, we are building up. One hundred seventy newly elected congressmen in the Diet in Japan they 
are supporter of the Unification Movement and Father in Japan, think of it. One hundred seventy people 
in the Diet. They are influencing people. One word they make the decision right or left; They are the 
powerful people. How much congressmen and senators are influencing here? Fife years ago already 
Father started the PR work in the United Nations and in the e Capitol Hill. Why Father started planted the 
seeds five years ago? You have to know that our PR team is the most knowledgeable group about what is 
going on in the Capitol Hill. Everybody we'll classify which kind of people, what kind of finances… 
 
So Father has a master plan in his brain. So Father is doing all this, all of you are going to get PHD, then 



 

 

time come we will be united into comprehensive strategy to save this whole world. Usually keep your 
mouth shot. Whatever Father say, you listen do it, finish it. That's it. Later after completing your PHD 
another mission will be you have to train and educate the people in the Capitol Hill. Father will make you 
people be teachers of congressmen and senators later, when the time comes. They need teacher, so Father 
want you to be good friend with them and you will teaching educate 535 congressmen. Do you 
understand? 
 
This is a big plan. You have to qualify yourself as a good writer, good agitator, stimulator good 
argumentative. Good lecturer, good teacher and everywhere you have to challenge. After you graduate 4-
5 years later Father will directly train you and how to become an eloquent speaker. The public 
organization. To inspire the public, that kind of thing. After you get a degree, Father has a plan to 
individually guide you. Do you understand, you fifteen people? (yes) Those of you who going to that 
school, you will be the initiator of Unification Theology Unification Movement, in that place you will be 
one of the top scholars, doctors disciple. So you inherit all that from school you will be the leader you 
will be the owner of that seminary. Within ten years Americas theological world will come to our control. 
Those who are going to the field to graduate, except for the advanced course, will be working in the State 
to help the University, you will become the chaplains, the campus ministers, so that you will be the key 
position key people to influence campuses, the president, the dean, the vice president, whatever. That is 
Father's plan for the graduated class field work. That is why we have the similar curriculum to establish 
the seminary. Same thing, there is nothing different. 
 
If we have different curriculum, they would be shake their head. They don't want to lie there. Because of 
same the professors keep coming later we can increase curriculum, of course. There is nothing different. 
The reason why we have inter religious concern in our seminary is to smash the denominational side 
among Christianity and religious fight among the different religions. By showing that we are peacefully 
working together here as an example, so automatically they will oh look at the Unification Theological 
Seminary, even though they are different denominations, they are working together, that is an example. 
They will learn, automatically they will stop to fight among the denominations back biting. This is 
another…They will laugh at each other they will stop, when they look at the Unification Movement 
pattern. 
 
Thinking theologians thinking denominationalism they will take our example. This is very mysterious, 
very strange for them to look at. How in the world do we have only Lutheran, only Baptist seminary but 
only they accommodate limited people. But here is wide open. The conscience of the great scholars 
thinking I want to come here once. I myself. I like to look by myself, so people keep coming even. They 
will be getting to this place. Throughout the world all religionists and scholars will pass through this 
Barrytown. Don't you agree with this? We open the door, come here anytime. So you young people, 
academics, influence these old scholars, older than you, of course. Some of the young or older one they 
are listening to you, not me. They are listening to you. So you raise a very good question. When they 
come here, they have to rethink their own theology, their thinking, their religion now. 
 
They will be struck by your presence, your theology, your questions. They found here Buddhist, they will 
find Islamic scholar, Greek Orthodox whatever. Those people who come here they to re-channel their 
thinking, re-reason, reevaluate their religion their denomination. This process is going on isn't it? Then 
later for instance Islamic scholar will say, 'why don't you Unification Seminary graduate come here teach 
to our Islamic center our seminary in Washington DC. Then you will be hired by these other people 
because a big shot from Islam will coming May 30th. If it is a good guy we will interweave him in the 
exchange among the denomination, among the different religions. So you will not only go to the 
Unification Church, so you will go to Islam, because you are equipped with all this here. Interfaith. You 
may think how in the world can I as a Moonie as a Moon scholar go to the Islam, but Father will forgive 
you. (Laughter) Father will pray to God 'this guy has a special mission, I send him' If you did that by your 
own self your conscience would bother you, so you come to Father, Heavenly Father must accept it. 
 
Think of it. Free people from Moon graduate go to the Buddhist temple, think of it. The whole 
denomination of Buddhism will become united. You will stimulate Buddhist monks and theologians, they 
have to study more their own theology, because they have a weak point. Like Unificationism Theology is 
a more big umbrella! Then whenever graduation comes all peculiar gowns or ritual coming in with 
Buddhists their own shaving heads and Muslim with their own costumes and Greek Orthodox with big 
crown, Baptist will come with a beard and think of it. An assembly of all the different kind of costumes, 
different denomination, different religions will appear. The world religions will make the conclusion that 
the ideal religion must be like Unification religion. That means under the umbrella of Unification they are 
automatically under that umbrella. Outside raining they come here they are safe. Do you understand? 
Theoretically and logically it fits. Father exactly looking at, centering on you people. 
 
Do you think it will happen or is in the process of happening? (Process of Happening) …So Father never 
met…..Once a year, that's enough. Even these people keep approaching to you and me isn't? So all the 
professors who are coming here and our professors, outside professors whatever they think our Rev. 
Moon is superior than them. They admit it. Isn't? That is the way it should go. That is the way it is. You 
have that kind of ideal dream. Miracle is happening among the Christendom and world of religions, right 
now in the contemporary world of the 21st century. By doing so, we can eradicate Communism out of 
this planet, below of the earth. Do you understand? (yes) You may be amazed how in the world Father 
though about so far, but he is thinking all the time, while you are digging the hole! (laughter) Think of it, 



 

 

he has only one brain and one head. Nothing different in appearance but he has genius idea. You can do 
the same thing. 
 
Father say so, you will be encouraged, because there is nothing genius. You make yourself a genius. Do 
you understand? If you advanced course PHD if you cannot grab that seminary, you are nothing you are 
garbage, okay! If you have no guts to take over that you are not qualified. You go there and take over, 
within a three years or one year, half year, or whatever. So not only you study every day you will find you 
will pick up some professor whom you think that is the best one every night go there become friends 
every night talk to them, not only study in the daytime approach. Then you raise a stupid question to them 
and fundamental question to them they are sick and tired and confess about what do they know about, 
 
I know nothing about. You jump and you become the teacher and then you put it. Can you answer all 
this? I cannot answer, don't come anymore. Are you listening to me? In the class you are student of him, 
when you come to the home he is your student! That is the way, it goes. Why? You take over that 
seminary, that religious school. So you're going to have to value your teacher so much if you are naked he 
and you are the same and you are young more fresh than older one so there is nothing to worry about. 
You are superior in every way. That kind of faith. Not the physically domineering but that kind of 
thinking you are superior. Don't worry about him. That is your mission right there. Instead of scared. 
Some guys are scared. You will be the ringleader how you are going to influence how you are going to 
stimulate instigate the heavenly riot. Heavenly agitator so that you grab all the students in that campus. 
 
You can be the revolutionary. You stand up on the campus speak out. That kind of strange idea you 
should have. Father planned all this kind of fantastic idea from the age of fifteen! (laughter) So you 
inherit all this. From ten years of age all Japanese police were behind him and following tailgate. You 
know what tailgate is? Surveillance! He was under Japanese police surveillance from the ten years of age. 
Isn't that genius? That kind of revolutionary guy. One man should have a dream and ambition aspiration, 
ideal dream. 


